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**Picture-Text Cooperation: Lettering in Legal Visualization**

In this paper, we investigate picture-text cooperation in lettering that explains the figures of selected scientific articles in the legal domain. As samples, we survey the structured diagrams, including the logical pictures, from JURIX papers. We see the need for picture-text cooperation in the joint work of engineers and jurists. A motive is that engineers think structurally, whereas jurists think textually. However, we see no uniform framework for picture-text cooperation in legal visualizations. Therefore, this is a subject for discussion. We hold that a unified visual notation, strict compositional rules and strict visual semantics in law are not easy to achieve. Here, semi-formal representations are stronger, because representing legal meaning is a problem. However, more formal visual notations could contribute toward the creation of logical pictures.
1 Introduction

[Rz 1] This paper studies picture-text cooperation in lettering, which is found in the figures of scientific papers in the legal domain. We are concerned primarily with structured diagrams that include logical pictures (logische Bilder [Röhl & Ulbrich 2007, pp. 139—166]), such as architectural diagrams, flow diagrams, etc. We surveyed pictures from JURIX articles, because the annual JURIX conferences are among the most important for legal informatics. The selected articles are concerned with various subjects of legal informatics, such as e-Government applications, argumentation models, judicial reasoning, etc.

[Rz 2] Motivation. Jurists think textually, whereas engineers think structurally. More precisely, jurists think normatively. In contrast, engineers can barely understand the meaning of «ought» in its entirety. However, the interprofessional cooperation of jurists and engineers is needed in various tasks. In this article, we tackle the production of lettering in visualizations in the legal domain.

[Rz 3] Cooperation between different professions is a subject of IRIS 2015. More specifically, cooperation is observed in information systems development, formulating legal requirements, designing legal machines, etc. Cooperation appears in various software applications, such as tax management systems, electronic form proceedings, and e-Justice projects. Legal machines produce legal facts (institutional facts) and not purely brute facts. An argument for visual representations is that they are believed to convey information more effectively to non-technical people than text (Fig. 1).

1 http://jurix.nl/conferences/, accessed 7 January 2015.
Figure 1: Communication from a sender to a non-technical recipient. «Clare et distincte», «clear and distinct», refers to René Descartes’s criterion of truth. Visualizations make the text easier to understand.

**Methodology.** The examination in this paper is conducted on the reflexive level of legal informatics and also continues our earlier investigation [Čyras & Lachmayer 2015]. The empirical question is how these visualizations are constructed and what types can be found therein. Such an analysis may also affect the future design of visualizations in legal informatics, especially as corresponding design principles are not yet in the canon.

**Picture-text cooperation** has links to *information visualization* [Card 2008; Fill 2009]. The text explains what is visualized. This is relevant for the usability of legal machines.

2 Repertoire in Lettering

**Repertoire in Lettering**

A visual notation consists of a set of graphical symbols (visual vocabulary), a set of compositional rules (visual grammar), and definitions of the meaning of each symbol (visual semantics) [Moody 2009, p. 756]. Graphical symbols usually include textual labels. The structure of labels and their meaning (semantics) depends on the problem domain.

We carry out an empirical study of the usage of textual labels. We further survey selected pictures from JURIX 2012 and JURIX 2013² papers. Previously, in [Čyras & Lachmayer 2015],

---

the structural elements of the diagrams were discussed, such as colors, dimensions, focus, mind-mapping, mixed shapes, quantity, relationships, tables, traditional diagrams with predefined semantics, such as argument graphs, and vertical and horizontal axes. Currently, we systematically discuss different text usage in the pictures. Basic graphical symbols, such as rectangles, ellipses, arrows, etc. allow lettering in the form of unformatted or formatted text (bold, italic, subscripts, various fonts, etc.). This applies to sub-elements and compositions, aggregations and layers. The repertoire of texts comprises different types: numbers, symbols, words, and sentences. Texts can be structured, e.g., 1:n, and can have various functions and semantics. Very different artifacts are represented in diagrams: argument graphs, inference graphs, judicial reasoning chains, work or knowledge flow diagrams, ontologies, system architectures, etc. We hold that it is important for a figure caption to name the artifact type clearly. The types of readers should be taken into account: jurists or engineers. Below, we list criteria for text analysis that may be very different:

- **Formal signs.** The names of laws and article numbers can be included in diagrams, see [Winkels & Hoekstra 2012, p. 160]. Thus, citations and references to laws can be included.

- **Words.** They usually label instances of a graphical symbol type. This is a usage in (semi)formal diagrams, such as the Aristotelian square of opposition and the deontic square [Philips 2012, p. 70]. In this way, concepts and relations are labeled in ontologies [Poudyal & Quaresma 2012, p. 116]. Word combinations can be used in system architecture diagrams; see the architectural parts of the Argument Analysis System [Kubosawa et al. 2012, p. 62]. Different user roles are labeled textually in a use case diagram, which shows the Legilocal platform [Amardeilh et al. 2013, p. 12]. We find that normativity in system architecture diagrams is expressed as follows: a proposed architecture represents a norm To-Be (Norms To-Be and norms To-Do are distinguished [Sartor 2007, p. 446].) A diagram can show that a concept appears in documents and software applications of different levels [Winkels & Hoekstra 2012, p. 158]. A graph, which is syntactically simple (6 tasks, 7 knowledge assets and flow relations between them), but is not easy to understand semantically, is included in [Conetta & Schafer 2013, pp. 70—71]. Here, a directed graph represents the CommonKADS function structure for Transaction Configuration (TC). Knowledge flow between the decomposed tasks of the TC function is also explained in pseudo-code and text (the LKIF language, Legal Knowledge Interchange Format).

- **Abbreviations.** They shorten non-uniform wording and improve the readability of diagrams. For example, FA — factual assertion, LA — legal assertion, FLR — FA to LA rules, LA1 — «Hayashi is liable...», LA2 — «Hayashi is not liable...» in [Araszkiewicz & Šavelka 2012, p. 8]. Here, normativity is intrinsic in the whole paper, and their Figure 1 provides a condensed visualization, showing a constraint network in the Popov v. Hyashi case. Rectangles represent different types of elements, such as FAs, LAs, and rules. A chain of (bold, dashed) lines, each representing a constraint relation, models judicial reasoning in a coherence as constraint satisfaction (CaCS) framework. Other examples are defeat graphs [Prakken 2012, p. 128], where GCi and BCi abbreviate the i‘th application of the argument scheme from good to bad consequences, respectively, in defeat graphs. A balance of abbreviations and their explanations should be achieved, because the meaning of abbreviations is not always understood from the first glance at a figure and its caption, and therefore, a reading of the whole article is required [Szőke et al. 2012, pp. 150—154].

Symbols (textual). Greek letters, $\alpha, \beta, \ldots$, or capital letters, A, B (e.g., system A and system B), serve to label in different alphabets, see e.g., the argument analysis in [KUBOSAWA ET AL. 2012, p. 66]. In the modern language of science, algebraic symbols and letters with subscripts/superscripts have denoted abstract concepts since the time of Isaac Newton. Examples include inference graphs and argument graphs [LIANG & WEI 2012, pp. 74, 79], strength diagrams for interacting parties [PACE & SCHAPACHNIK 2012, p. 111], and interacting legal specifications [LI ET AL. 2013, p. 111]. In argument component trees, where the issues, facts, and factors, and the relations between them, are made explicit, certain characters (\(\lor\) «or», \(\land\) «and») provide semantics to the tree nodes [AL-ABDULKARIM ET AL. 2013, pp. 6, 8].

Formulations. These are clauses of various lengths. They explain graphical symbols and contribute to an understanding of semantics. Examples include argument graphs and (mind)maps, such as classification maps (failure maps, damage maps, legal risk maps) and argumentation maps (legal analysis maps, legal design maps, insurance maps) [CONTISSA ET AL. 2013, p. 75]. Such maps present legal concepts and norms to lawyers and non-lawyers (engineers, software developers) within the cooperative design and assessment of new technologies for air traffic management. Formulations are also used in callouts [KUBOSAWA ET AL. 2012, p. 69].

Sentences. They represent whole statements, which are longer than formulations. Examples include arguments in argument diagrams [LYNCH ET AL. 2012, p. 84], [PRAKKEN 2012, p. 127]. Statements with two outcomes, «yes» or «no», are used in decision flow diagrams [KAHLEG 2008, p. 189]. Here, the statements are labeled with article numbers from the Austrian Act on Tenancy Law (Mietrechtsgesetz, MRG).

Formatting. Different fonts, boldface, and white text in a black foreground serve to attract the reader’s attention properly and to focus it hierarchically [BUCHANAN ET AL. 2012, pp. 36, 38], where the architecture and the context are shown semi-formally. Formatting and the vertical/horizontal direction of the text conveniently structure the depicted artifacts, such as document models [FRANCESCONI 2012, p. 47], where different shapes of different brightnesses are used.

Structuring. Labels can be structured. There are examples of parameter = value lists in [ROBALDO ET AL. 2012, pp. 137—139]. Such structural representations represent text as a graphical element.

Numbering. This provides a sequence to interpret a diagram. Due to numbering, graphical workflow diagrams can be structured informally in a two-dimensional space [CONETTA & SCHAFER 2013, p. 70; GOVERNATORI 2013, p. 78]. Thus, non-experts in graphical notations obtain freedom of expression.

[Rz 8] The repertoire above shows that there is no unified framework in legal visualization. Therefore, picture-text cooperation is open for discussion.

[Rz 9] Avoid textual differentiation of graphical symbol types. Textual differentiation of symbol types is a cognitively inefficient way of dealing with excessive graphic complexity and should be avoided. Such usage violates the principles of semiotic clarity and graphic economy. However, UML\(^3\) [BOOCH ET AL. 2005], for example, frequently uses text and typographic characteristics (bold, italics, underlining) to distinguish between element and relationship types (Fig. 2).

\(^3\) The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a general purpose modeling language in the field of software engineering, which is designed to provide a standard way to visualize the design of a system [BOOCH ET AL. 2005]. See also the webpage of Object Management Group, http://www.omg.org/spec/UML/, accessed 7 January 2015.
Figure 2: Textual differentiation: UML uses labels and typographical characteristics to distinguish between symbols (adapted from [Moody 2009, p. 764])

[Rz 10] Labels should be used at the sentence (diagram) level (Fig. 3) in distinguishing between symbol instances, and not at the language level [Moody 2009, pp. 763—764]. However, this requirement is not easy to achieve in the case of a large number of types.

Figure 3: Language level and sentence level of visual notations (adapted from [Moody 2009, p. 757], where the focus is on the top left hand quadrant (visual syntax) and excludes semantic issues and sentence-level issues (bottom)

3 Legal Visualization

[Rz 11] In (semi)formal representations of legal norms, there are, on the one hand, formal notations, which go beyond the textual ones; on the other hand, there are visual representations that also occur in competition with the text. Two different types of visualizations can be distinguished: first, the visualizations formed according to strict formal rules; second, the more intuitive pictures which can depict situations better (Fig. 1). We hold that a unified visual notation, strict compositional rules and strict visual semantics in the legal domain can rarely be achieved. Here, semi-formal representations are stronger. Jurists do not need to be experts in formal visual notations, such as UML, which is used in the field of software engineering.

[Rz 12] A detailed study of visualization in the legal domain is provided, and the motivations behind using it are explained in Röhl and Ulbrich (2007). The lack of pictures in jurisprudence is a learning obstacle (ibid., pp. 15—17). The starting position is «Law is text», and therefore, law is always textual for jurists. Hence, there are reasons for jurists’ reluctance regarding visualizations. The use of pictures is accompanied by the risk of drawbacks, such as redundancy, a low level of abstraction, trivialization, and emotions (ibid., pp. 18—25, 100—102). However, the use of logical
pictures can have advantages. Metaphors and symbols can be employed to represent norms, and hence, pictorial two-dimensional representations emerge (ibid., pp. 42—62). To summarize, the combination of the words «law and visualizations» contains a kind of a paradoxical contradiction.

4 Legal Meanings — a Specific Feature of Legal Visualization

[Rz 13] In visualizations in the legal domain, we emphasize the following two specific features. First, legal visualization is characterized by specific raw data. It cannot be limited to a specific norm or law, and it covers legal sources, legal doctrine, legal science, and other elements.

[Rz 14] Second, the object of visualization is a legal meaning. This differentiates legal visualization from data visualization and information visualization [CARD 2008], where computer-supported interactive visual representations are important. However, this is not the case in legal visualization. Information visualization can be defined as «the use of computer-supported, interactive, visual representations of abstract data in order to amplify cognition». Hence, amplifying cognition is the purpose of information visualization [CARD 2008, p. 515], and it is equally the purpose of legal visualization.

[Rz 15] In picture-text cooperation, communicating the meaning of law to the human user is of primary importance. Here, diagrams serve well as legal norm visualizations [Rechtsnormbilder, RÖHL & ULBRICH 2007, pp. 109—111].

[Rz 16] Three functions of instructive pictures can be distinguished [RÖHL & ULBRICH 2007, p. 91]:
1. Pointing function (e.g., an anatomy atlas)
2. Situational function («A picture is worth a thousand words»)
3. Construction (structure, design) function (the picture helps the viewer to build a mental model in her mind)

[Rz 17] Our experience shows the importance of the latter two functions for legal meaning visualization.

[Rz 18] The semantics conveyed by a visualization, i.e., the meaning of the representation, is addressed in [FILL 2009, p. 163], in the chapter which is devoted to the analysis of visualizations:

[Rz 19] «Visualisation semantics are therefore related to questions such as What may a user associate with the resulting graphical representation? or Is the intended meaning of the visualization correctly transferred to the user or would another type of representation better fit?»

[Rz 20] Legal visualizations contribute to knowledge explication. Here, we refer to FILL (2009, p. 172), who holds that «the goal of knowledge explication ... is to explicate knowledge that resides in the heads and minds of people and express it by a visualization» and lists four basic aims of visualizations: knowledge explication, knowledge transfer, knowledge creation, and knowledge application. A subsequent aim, the knowledge transfer, can be achieved by the following tasks: Diverge, Converge, Organize, Elaborate, Abstract, Evaluate, and Build Consensus [FILL 2009, pp. 173—174].
5 Relations — the Core of Logical Pictures

[Rz 21] Logical pictures in legal visualizations represent relations that have a legal meaning and are not easily understood. There is no unified formal language for legal logical pictures. Therefore, we hold that legal visualization can gain from visual notations in software engineering [Moody 2009], where relations have been a concern for decades.

[Rz 22] We hold that a relation can be managed analogously to atomic entities. An entity—relationship model (ER model) refers to the techniques proposed in the seminal work of Peter P. Chen (1976). However, variants of the idea existed previously. Chen holds that «[t]he entity—relationship model adopts the more natural view that the real world consists of entities and relationships. It incorporates some of the important semantic information about the real world».

[Rz 23] Chen’s notation for entity—relationship modeling uses rectangles to represent entity sets, and diamonds to represent relationships appropriate for first-class objects: They can have attributes and relationships of their own. If an entity set participates in a relationship set, they are connected with a line. There are related diagramming convention techniques, such as UML class diagrams. When speaking about the problem of visual dialects, ER modeling exists in a variety of dialects, such as the Chen notation, which is the most commonly used in the academic context, the Information Engineering (IE) notation, which is the most commonly used in practice, the Bachman notation, the IDEF1X notation, etc. [Moody 2009, p. 758].

[Rz 24] UML is becoming a de facto standard for modeling. There is a question about the extent to which the UML graphical notation should become a standard outside of the field of software engineering and extend to law.

[Rz 25] Graphical symbols are used to symbolize (or perceptually represent) semantic constructs, typically defined by a meta-model: The meanings of symbols are defined by mapping them to the constructs they represent [Moody 2009, p. 757]. Various graphical symbols are well-suited to represent different types. Next, to represent instances of a type, a textual alphabet for labels is an effective method, e.g., A, B, C, property1, property2, relation1, etc. The latter instances can be further interpreted as types. In this way, the initial diagram can serve as a meta-model in the three levels thus obtained: meta-meta-model — meta-model — model.

6 Conclusions

[Rz 26] Presently, we see no uniform framework for picture-text cooperation in legal visualizations. Therefore, this is a subject for open discussion. However, we see the need for picture-text cooperation in the joint works of engineers and jurists. Visual notations could contribute to the improvement of logical pictures and human communication.
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